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A time for dreams
to blossom
We’re coming into spring, and we’ve been looking forward 
to it! As cosy as winter can be, it tends to make us hunker 
down and withdraw a little. Spring does the exact oppo-
site. It makes us want to break out, change, think new 
thoughts and dream big. You could say that winter is the 
cusp of cosiness, while spring is the height of high hopes. 

We hope Zone Denmark’s spring collection will motivate 
joyful change, inside and out, and impart the courage to 
add fresh colour where life was previously lacklustre.  
To step outside and discover (or rediscover) the delightful 
nooks and crannies of your garden, balcony or patio.  
To invite more people round, live more, play and pursue 
ideas. We hope there’ll be more chilled drinks in good 
company with friends. And more spontaneous Wednes-
day dinners. And blooming balconies and budding 
dreams. And we insist on doing it all wisely. Because the 
things we surround ourselves with should not only make 
us happy today. They should include the potential of being 
part of our lives for many years to come. This demands 
dedicated design, durable materials and a special sense of 
aesthetics. That’s exactly what we want to show you now.

Enjoy!



Living



LIVING

Outdoor elegance.
Indoor charm.
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Elevate your
space

HARVEST MOON LAMP | Mavro//Lefèvre

PULP PAPER BOX | Hans Thyge & Co.

ROCKS COPA/GT GLASS | Mavro//Lefèvre
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Modern storage
marvels

PULP PAPER BOX | Hans Thyge & Co.
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HARVEST MOON LAMP | Mavro//Lefèvre

PULP PAPER BOX | Hans Thyge & Co.

ROCKS COPA/GT GLASS | Mavro//Lefèvre
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Fold. Unfold. Transform.
DISC FURNITURE | Mavro//Lefèvre

ROCKS HIGHBALL GLASS | Mavro//Lefèvre

EAU PLATE | Neu Studio
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LIVING

Fold. Unfold. Transform.
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URBAN 
   NOMAD 
 retreat

DISC FURNITURE | Mavro//Lefèvre

ROCKS GLASS | Mavro//Lefèvre

HARVEST MOON LAMP | Mavro//Lefèvre
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Foldable fun

Here comes DISC – a novel design for the urban nomad. 
Strict simplicity and modern mobility dovetail here. The 
special thing about the range is that it all folds up in a jiffy. 
The unique folding system is patent pending (no 2022 70385) 
as an all-new way to save space. On the balcony – even a tiny 
one – as well as in little green oases in the garden you may 
not have even discovered! 

DISC lets you pop out quickly with your coffee when the win-
ter sun is shining. It’s easy to make room for an extra guest 
at the table. In short, you get more out of life when you have 
more options – all year round. We’re so excited!
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Take a seat!

With its 80 cm seating width, the DISC bench is 
perfect for two. Despite its lightweight look, it is 
quite robust. Made of powder-coated steel, it is 
fine for outdoor use. It’s equally at home on a city 
balcony or the decking at your holiday home. Just 
like the rest of the DISC range, the bench folds up 
for easy repositioning or packing away for the win-
ter. Another option is to invite it into the hallway or 
living room and use it for little still lifes and plants.

Freedom and flexibility

This three-legged stool is easy to pick up and 
carry, and when you are not using it, the seat can 
be tilted up and folded away. Space-saving and 
practical. The circular seat and the simple frame 
have an almost iconic look. The stool is made of 
powder-coated steel, so it’s ready for the realities 
of life outdoors or indoors. Enjoy the look, flexibil-
ity and freedom. 

Versatile table

The DISC table is 70 cm in diameter and is made 
of powder-coated steel, so it’s weatherproof and 
maintenance free. Want to use it on the patio, 
balcony or in the office? The choice is yours. The 
table folds easily, which makes it attractive wher-
ever your décor demands flexibility and mobility.
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DISC FURNITURE | Mavro//Lefèvre

ROCKS GLASS | Mavro//Lefèvre
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FIREFLY LANTERN | Mavro//Lefèvre

For every 
adventure
A star of an LED lantern

The FIREFLY lantern with LED lights stands 30 cm tall and has a round, tiltable 
top. So it can cast beautiful and evocative rays wherever you want. Position a 
small set of them in a row on the patio and create art with light against the wall. 
You could also find a favourite plant or sculpture to spotlight. You can even 
point the beam of light downwards to create a more traditional lantern look. 
Note the hidden handle that can be tilted up for practical portability as well as 
a different design. It has plenty of potential, and the light is lovely. The lantern 
is made of aluminium and approved for outdoor use. 
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FIREFLY LANTERN | Mavro//Lefèvre
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Illuminate
your nights

Candlelight

The FIRELY range also has a great new product for candlelight lovers. These powder-coated electro-
plated steel lanterns have glass sides and come in two heights, 25 or 35 cm. The cylindrical head lifts 
off easily for replacing the candle. Simply lift the little silicone strap and put it back down when you’ve 
installed the new candle. There’s something timeless about the styling, and the design inspiration ech-
oes back through the centuries to night-time lantern patrols through the cities. Here’s a modern version 
that is ready to cast a cosy glow on your patio or balcony as twilight descends.
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EAU TABLEWARE | Neu Studio

Pleasant
self-service
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LIVIING

The essence of good company 

The new EAU tableware range looks set to become a modern classic. The look is 
appealingly simple. Everything superfluous has been pared back to focus on the 
essence of good company - shared presence of host and guest. 

Sublime stability sums up the range. You can stack cups, bowls and plates safely, 
which of course helps with table setting and clearing, but also makes the best use 
of cabinet space. In addition, the plates can function as lids for the bowls. Another 
advantage is that you can create unpretentious, charming Mediterranean-style 
buffet setups, with the plates stacked for polite and pleasant self-service. It’s 
equally suitable for inviting people round for tapas, a cake buffet in the garden or a 
spontaneous street party. The EAU range consists of plates and bowls of various 
sizes as well as cups, and a carafe. The porcelain in the range is in that delightful 
classic shade, Offwhite. 
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Perfect setting for

SOCIAL 
dining

EAU TABLEWARE | Neu Studio
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INU. Enjoy the moment. Every day.
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INU VASE | Neu Studio
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Turnable top: Large, dense bouquets Single stemsTall bouquets

LIVING

An organic
embrace
Blooming beautiful at the table 
The potential of the mouth-blown INU vase is crystal-clear! It’s inherently beautiful and, at the same time, just the 
start of a multitude of flowering works of art with you as co-creator. The vase consists of two pieces, the top part 
being turnable. If you turn the neck down, the vase is the perfect base for tall bouquets. If you turn the neck up, it 
elegantly supports a few twigs or single stems. If you remove the top piece altogether, you have a beautiful organic 
embrace for large, dense bouquets. There’s been a flourishing interest in greenery in interior design in recent 
years. The INU vase invites play, creativity and beautification of indoor spaces, with dried or fresh flowers. Made 
from coloured glass, the vase retains its beautiful colour over time.
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INU VASE | Neu Studio
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INU BASKET | Neu Studio

Portable charm 
from room to room
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INU BASKET | Neu Studio

So handy for everyday essentials! 

The INU tabletop wire baskets are akin to the popular large 
floor baskets in the same range. They may look smaller, 
but their possibilities have grown! These handy tabletop 
baskets can be used for virtually any everyday essentials. 
From hair ornaments in the bathroom, to fruit and vegeta-
bles in the kitchen, or plants on the coffee table.  
They’ll hold whatever you want to put in them.  



LIVING

Organise your space 
with character and style

From mess to minimalism 

The INU range unleashes delightful interiors that are 
easy on the eye. Such as the beautiful steel baskets 
for holding towels or laundry in the bathroom, pillows, 
blankets and magazines in the living room – or large 
leafy plants anywhere in your home. The mirror-image 
arched, practical grips lend character to the airiness 
and soft lines of the design. The stackable baskets 
are available in four sizes.   
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30732500

30732500 30458100 30333100

30166500 30208100 30333100

30166500 30208100 30333100

Lamp - Harvest Moon

Lantern LED - Firefly

Storage box, 2 pcs. - Pulp A Storage box, 2 pcs. - Pulp A Storage box, 2 pcs. - Pulp 

Storage box, 2 pcs. - Pulp Storage box, 2 pcs. - Pulp Storage box, 2 pcs. - Pulp 

Aluminum/ABS 
D 18 H 22 cm

Natural Brown Natural Brown Natural Brown

Black Black Black

Soft Grey Black Soft Grey Black Soft Grey Black

Black Warm Grey Terracotta

Aluminum 
D 19 H 30 cm

Paper pulp 
L 23 W 15 H 15 cm  3,2 l

Paper pulp 
L 32 W 23 H 15 cm  7,7 l

Paper pulp 
L 48 W 32 H 15 cm  17 l

Plant pulp 
L 23 W 15 H 15 cm  3,2 l

Plant pulp 
L 32 W 23 H 15 cm  7,7 l

Plant pulp 
L 48 W 32 H 15 cm  17 l

31766 31771 31776

31770 31775 31777

32314 32315 32316 32317 32318 32319

29733 29959 29961

2 Pcs.

2 Pcs.

4 Sets 2 Sets 2 Sets

4 Sets 2 Sets 2 Sets

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Lantern - Firefly

Powder-c. electroplated steel 
D 21,5 H 35 cm
2 Pcs.
Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Lantern - Firefly

Powder-c. electroplated steel 
D 15,3 H 25 cm
2 Pcs.
Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Design: Hans Thyge & Co. Design: Hans Thyge & Co. Design: Hans Thyge & Co.

Design: Hans Thyge & Co. Design: Hans Thyge & Co. Design: Hans Thyge & Co.

fphk://item?number=31766
fphk://item?number=31771
fphk://item?number=31776
fphk://item?number=31770
fphk://item?number=31775
fphk://item?number=31777
fphk://item?number=32314
fphk://item?number=32315
fphk://item?number=32316
fphk://item?number=32317
fphk://item?number=32318
fphk://item?number=32319
fphk://item?number=29733
fphk://item?number=29959
fphk://item?number=29961
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/pulp/
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/harvest-moon-2/
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301124800

30562300

301124800

Table - Disc

Stool - Disc

Bench - Disc

Powder-coated steel 
D 70 H 72 cm

Black Soft Grey

Powder-coated steel  
D 33 H 45 cm

Black Soft Grey

Powder-coated steel  
L 80 W 33 H 45 cm

Black Soft Grey

32236 32240

32237 32241

32238 32242

1 Pc.

1 Pc.

1 Pc.

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

fphk://item?number=32236
fphk://item?number=32240
fphk://item?number=32237
fphk://item?number=32241
fphk://item?number=32238
fphk://item?number=32242
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/disc/
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EAU TABLEWARE | Neu Studio
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3029000 3033100 3037300

3037300 3041500 3054000

3074800 3041500 3062300

3095600 30137300 30124800

Cup - Eau Coffee cup - Eau Mug - Eau

Plate - Eau Plate - Eau
T

Plate - Eau

Plate - Eau Muesli bowl - Eau

Pasta bowl - Eau Salad bowl - Eau Carafe - Eau

Offwhite Offwhite Offwhite

Offwhite Offwhite

Offwhite Offwhite

Offwhite Offwhite

Offwhite

Offwhite

Offwhite

Porcelain 
D 8 H 6,1 cm  19 cl

Porcelain 
D 8,5 H 7 cm  25 cl

Porcelain 
D 8,5 H 9,1 cm  32 cl

Porcelain 
D 12 H 1,7 cm

Porcelain 
D 16 H 1,7 cm

Porcelain 
D 20 H 1,7 cm

Porcelain 
D 20 H 1,7 cm

Porcelain 
D 12 H 6,1 cm  0,4 l

Porcelain 
D 20 H 6,1 cm  0,9 l

Porcelain 
D 24 H 6,1 cm  1,4 l

Porcelain 
D 9,4 L 22,4 cm  0,7 l

31898 32258 32259

31899 31900

31901 31902

31895 31896

31897

32257

31903

6 Pcs. 6 Pcs. 6 Pcs.

6 Pcs. 6 Pcs. 6 Pcs.

6 Pcs. 6 Pcs.

6 Pcs. 6 Pcs. 6 Pcs.

Design: Neu Studio Design: Neu Studio Design: Neu Studio

Design: Neu Studio Design: Neu Studio Design: Neu Studio

Design: Neu Studio Design: Neu Studio

Poke/ramen bowl - Eau 

Porcelain 
D 16 H 6,1 cm  0,6 l
6 Pcs.
Design: Neu Studio

Design: Neu Studio Design: Neu Studio Design: Neu Studio

fphk://item?number=31898
fphk://item?number=32258
fphk://item?number=32259
fphk://item?number=31899
fphk://item?number=31900
fphk://item?number=31901
fphk://item?number=31902
fphk://item?number=31895
fphk://item?number=31896
fphk://item?number=31897
fphk://item?number=32257
fphk://item?number=31903
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/eau/
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30729000 30600000

30999800 30900000

Vase - Inu Vase - Inu

Vase - Inu Vase - Inu

Mouth-blown glass 
D 23 H 25 cm

Smoked Grey Moss Green Pure Clear

Mouth-blown glass 
D 23 H 25 cm

Mouth-blown glass 
D 31,7 H 33 cm

Smoked Grey Moss Green

Mouth-blown glass 
D 31,7 H 33 cm

Pure Clear

25936 25938 25939

25940 25941 25942

2 Pcs. 2 Pcs.

2 Pcs. 2 Pcs.

Design: Neu Studio Design: Neu Studio

Design: Neu Studio Design: Neu Studio

fphk://item?number=25936
fphk://item?number=25938
fphk://item?number=25939
fphk://item?number=25940
fphk://item?number=25941
fphk://item?number=25942
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/inu-vase/
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30104000 30137300

30270600 30333100

30229000

Basket - Inu Basket - Inu

Basket - Inu Basket - Inu

Basket - Inu

Powder-coated steel 
D 10,5 H 13,5 cm

Black Soft Grey

Powder-coated steel  
D 20 H 20 cm

Black Soft GreyTaupe Taupe

Powder-coated steel  
D 30 H 30,5 cm

Black Soft Grey Taupe

Powder-coated steel  
D 40,6 H 41,1 cm

Black Soft Grey Taupe

Powder-coated steel  
D 38 H 18 cm

Black Soft Grey Taupe

28259 28260 28262 2826328261 28264

10554 10569 10570 10550 10551 10552

28682 28684 28685

6 Pcs. 6 Pcs.

4 Pcs. 4 Pcs.

4 Pcs.

Design: Neu Studio Design: Neu Studio

Design: Neu Studio Design: Neu Studio

Design: Neu Studio

fphk://item?number=28259
fphk://item?number=28260
fphk://item?number=28262
fphk://item?number=28263
fphk://item?number=28261
fphk://item?number=28264
fphk://item?number=10554
fphk://item?number=10569
fphk://item?number=10570
fphk://item?number=10550
fphk://item?number=10551
fphk://item?number=10552
fphk://item?number=28682
fphk://item?number=28684
fphk://item?number=28685
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ROCKS:

Design for the 
home bar

Make room for ROCKS 

– Zone Denmark’s collection of beautiful crystal glasses and 
bold design items for the home bar. Women have taken over 
the shaker and are serving delicious cocktails and low-key 
drinks, accompanied by tapas and lounge music. 

They want good taste – in the glass and in their interior deco-
rating – and ROCKS delivers both.

ROCKS is good design that will blend into any minimalist inte-
rior – even among stylish home furnishing bloggers. It offers 
the tools to satisfy the most critical bartender. And a range of 
crystal glasses that will convince you there’s a world of differ-
ence when you serve a drink or cocktail in the right glass.



LIVING

Santé.
Cheers.
Prost.

Skål! To moments in good company.
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CHAMPAGNE GLASS | Mavro//Lefèvre

Drinks glasses that appeal to all senses 

A nice drink is a moment of pleasure that engages all your  
senses. It simply tastes better in a lowball glass, and the  
pleasure of a long drink is extended when it is served in the 
obligatory highball glass. 

That’s why Zone Denmark’s ROCKS bar concept also includes  
a range of 11 different lead-free mouthblown crystal glasses. 
The design is a simple conical shape with gorgeous, sensual 
details such as a solid bottom – created to bring out the best in 
your drinks.   
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ROCKS COUPE/COCKTAIL GLASS | Mavro//Lefèvre ROCKS HIGHBALL GLASS | Mavro//Lefèvre
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ROCKS CHAMPAGNE GLASS | Mavro//Lefèvre

ROCKS LOWBALL GLASS | Mavro//Lefèvre

Because there’s always something to celebrate 

Stylish and slender mouth-blown champagne glasses, so you can enjoy 
the sight of the sparkling bubbles. 

Designed by Mavro//Lefèvre to match the delicate design of the other 
glasses in the series. And there’s always a reason for champagne! 
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Let it flow

ROCKS COUPE/COCKTAIL GLASS | Mavro//Lefèvre
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ROCKS COGNAC GLASS | Mavro//Lefèvre

ROCKS RUM GLASS | Mavro//Lefèvre

Tasteful design. Literally ... 

The best glasses are the ones created to release the full aroma and 
taste potential of the drink. To accentuate each note. To give a dark 
rum or a vintage cognac the perfect stage on which to strut its stuff. 
So tasteful! ... 
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ROCKS WIDEBALL GLASS | Mavro//Lefèvre

ROCKS CARAFE | Mavro//Lefèvre

Award-winning beauties 

The elegant wine glasses have a long stem and a wide bowl.  
The rim is slightly narrower than the bowl, enabling the wine to 
hit your palate and tongue perfectly – details that ensure that the 
colour, taste and bouquet of the wine can all be enjoyed to the full. 

The bold design has earned Zone Denmark one of the most pres-
tigious awards the design brand has received – the internationally 
recognised Red Dot Award.

Have some water 

The beautiful series of ROCKS glasses are now joined 
by an elegant carafe. Mirroring the design of the drinks 
glasses, the exquisite base contrasts beautifully with 
the simple design.
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For perfect 
pours and 

unforgettable 
moments

ROCKS WHITE WINE GLASS | Mavro//Lefèvre
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30146000 30146000 30146000

30146000 30146000 30146000

30146000 30146000 30146000

30146000 30146000 30113000

Copa/GT glass, 2 pcs. - Rocks Coupe/Cocktail glass, 2 pcs. - Rocks 

Cognac glass, 2 pcs. - Rocks Champagne glass, 2 pcs. - Rocks Red wine glass, 2 pcs. - Rocks 

Wideball Glass, 2 pcs. - Rocks 

Clear Clear Clear

Clear Clear Clear

Clear Clear

Clear Clear Clear

Clear

Mouth-bl. lead-free crystal glass  
D 9,3 H 19 cm  47 cl

Mouth-bl. lead-free crystal glass 
D 9,5 H 13,5 cm  27 cl

Mouth-bl. lead-free crystal glass 
D 10,4 H 12,5 cm  45 cl

Mouth-bl. lead-free crystal glass 
D 3 H 23 cm  23 cl

Mouth-bl. lead-free crystal glass 
D 8,65 H 22 cm  40 cl

Mouth-bl. lead-free crystal glass 
D 8,05 H 21 cm  30 cl

Mouth-bl. lead-free crystal glass 
D 8,8 H 9 cm  34 cl

332101 10600 24576

24575 24441 24439

332100 10601

24440 332098 332099

13527

6 Sets 6 Sets

6 Sets 6 Sets 6 Sets

6 Sets

6 Sets

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Rum glass, 2 pcs. - Rocks 

Mouth-bl. lead-free crystal glass 
D 6,5 H 18,5 cm  21 cl
6 Sets
Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre Design: Mavro//Lefèvre Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Lowball, 2 pcs. - Rocks 

Mouth-bl. lead-free crystal glass 
D 7,8 H 8 cm  22 cl
6 Sets
Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Highball, 2 pcs. - Rocks 

Mouth-bl. lead-free crystal glass 
D 7 H 14,7 cm  41 cl
6 Sets
Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Shooter, 3 pcs. - Rocks 

Mouth-bl. lead-free crystal glass 
D 3,9 H 8 cm  5 cl
6 Sets
Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Carafe - Rocks

Mouth-bl. lead-free crystal glass 
D 9,41 H 24,8 cm  1 l
6 Pcs.
Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

fphk://item?number=332101
fphk://item?number=10600
fphk://item?number=24576
fphk://item?number=24575
fphk://item?number=24441
fphk://item?number=24439
fphk://item?number=332100
fphk://item?number=10601
fphk://item?number=24440
fphk://item?number=332098
fphk://item?number=332099
fphk://item?number=13527
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Saturday vibes.
Even on a 
Monday.

ROCKS SHAKER | Mavro//Lefèvre

ROCKS JIGGER | Mavro//Lefèvre

ROCKS ICE BUCKET | Mavro//Lefèvre
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A-COCKTAIL TROLLEY | VE2

ROCKS COPA/GT GLASS | Mavro//Lefèvre

ROCKS COCKTAIL GEAR | Mavro//Lefèvre
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Party atmosphere from the first sip 

The home bar has made a well-deserved comeback. A drink carefully 
mixed and beautifully served is simply wonderful. It can lift the mood to 
Saturday level from the first sip. Even on a Monday.  

The ROCKS cocktail range unleashes the party atmosphere and brings 
great gadgets within reach. We’ve provided a stylish stainless steel 
shaker, ready to grab. And a beautiful ice bucket with tongs concealed in 
the lid. As well as double jiggers, and a delightful bamboo muddler with a 
citrus press. In other words, the stage is set for cosseting at home.  
Just bring out your favourite bottles and add friends.

Tip: The range has recently been supplemented with a bigger jigger as 
well as a bigger shaker, so you can now mix two drinks at the same time.
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ROCKS DELICACY BOWL | Mavro//Lefèvre

Stylish snacking 

Fill the small bowl with snacks such as peanuts, 
cashews or salted almonds, and serve them with 
your favourite drink. The exquisite spoon makes 
sharing hygienic, and it rests neatly on the edge 
of the bowl as a beautiful add-on to the minimalist 
design. 

If you love olives, semi-dried tomatoes or other treats 
in oil, here’s some good news for you. The large bowl 
is a beautiful addition to your bar or tapas table, and 
the hole in the accompanying spoon lets the oil drain 
off before transferring the snacks to your plate.  
Buon appetito! 
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30187300

3074800

3014600030291500

3083100 30270600

3070600

30124800 30124800

Shaker - Rocks

Jigger - Rocks

Boston Shaker - RocksShaker - Rocks

Jigger - Rocks

Muddler - Rocks

Delicacy bowl w. spoon - Rocks Delicacy bowl w. spoon - Rocks 

Polished Steel

Polished Steel

Polished SteelPolished Steel

Polished Steel Polished Steel

Bamboo

Polished Steel Polished Steel

SS304 
D 7,8 H 21,1 cm  0,4 l

SS304 
D 4,15 H 8,6 cm  2,5 / 5 cl

SS304/Glass 
D 9,2 H 29,5 cm  0,7 l

SS304 
D 8,8 H 23,8 cm  0,7 l

SS304 
D 4,4 H 9,8 cm  3 / 6 cl

Bamboo 
D 3,9 L 22 cm

SS304 
D 8,5 H 3,8 cm  0,2 l

SS304 
D 10,7 H 4,5 cm  0,3 l

332094

332096

1220526562

26563 332095

332097

12213 12212

6 Pcs.

6 Pcs.

6 Pcs.4 Pcs.

6 Pcs.

6 Pcs.

6 set 6 set

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Design: Mavro//LefèvreDesign: Mavro//Lefèvre

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Ice bucket w/ tongs - Rocks 
D 13 H 12,5 cm  1000 ml 4 
Pcs.
Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

fphk://item?number=332094
fphk://item?number=332096
fphk://item?number=12205
fphk://item?number=26562
fphk://item?number=26563
fphk://item?number=332095
fphk://item?number=332097
fphk://item?number=12213
fphk://item?number=12212
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ROCKS COCKTAIL GEAR | Mavro//Lefèvre
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Timeless.
Sophisticated.
Graceful.
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ROCKS JUG | Mencke & Vagnby

Design that shines through 

Some designs are just a joy to behold, year after year. Mencke & Vagnby’s stylish steel jugs 
are a textbook example of this. They sit firmly on the table, but at the same time exude an 
utterly unique lightness and elegance. Perhaps because of the beautiful lines of the jugs. 
Perhaps because of the oblique opening. Perhaps because of the way the light plays in the 
steel. Perhaps it’s better not to seek an explanation at all, but just to enjoy the sight.

The jugs are available in a choice of two sizes and colours. The large one with a handle holds 
1.7 litres. The smaller one holds 1 litre. 

Choose either black or polished steel. 
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ROCK COASTER | VE2 

ROCKS COUPE/COCKTAIL GLASS | Mavro//Lefèvre

Designlicious thoughtfulness 

The four cocktail coasters from ROCKS exude 
elegance, of course. The delicious design is by 
VE2, and the deep grooves are not just decora-
tive, but are intended to capture even large drops 
effectively. 

The coasters are heat-resistant, so you can also 
use them under a cup of hot coffee or tea – and 
they can, of course, go straight into the dishwash-
er. Available in Black and Warm Grey.
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Effortless 
artistry

ROCKS CHANNEL KNIFE | Mavro//Lefèvre

Wow-effect tool 

Give even the simplest drink, dessert, 
cake or salad a stylish boost. The elegant 
channel knife cuts slightly wider strips of 
fresh cucumber, orange or other fruits 
and vegetables. The design is inspired 
by the curve of the peel as it comes away 
from the fruit.
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Showcase
your 
vintage
ROCKS WINE RACK | Mavro//Lefèvre
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Wine rack with room for expansion 

The Mavro//Lefèvre design team that is behind the ROCKS wine 
racks took their inspiration from the captivating furniture universe 
of metal wires as a supporting element. It is characterised by a 
raw yet light-and-airy look that blends naturally into the décor in 
many places.  

The ROCKS wine racks are crafted in black powder-coated steel. 
They are easy to put the bottles into, and it is easy to add more 
modules over time. You can expand horizontally or upwards, 
depending on space limitations in your home. Thanks to the few 
metal wires that hold the structure together, the styling is trans-
parent and timeless. An excellent gift for wine lovers. 
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ROCKS WINE RACK | VE2
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Stylish and stable 
Most people love the sight of a full wine rack. That’s why it’s immensely prac-
tical that the ROCKS wine rack holds up to 9 bottles, but can be scaled down 
as the bottles disappear. You build the pyramid from the base and it’s easy to 
click an extra storey into place if you need to. 

The design is stable and stylish. In fact, we could drink to that! 

BIRD: Luxury charmer 

It’s hard to resist – the charming BIRD wine 
stopper. On top of which an ingenious feature 
is integrated into the figurative design: Place 
BIRD in the open bottle and gently turn the 
beak to seal the bottle. BIRD is now available 
in an exclusive version in high polished forged 
metal for adding a groovy touch to your home 
bar. Matches the series’ champagne stopper 
and corkscrew, which are also available in 
eye-catching polished versions. BIRD is availa-
ble in Black, Warm Grey and High Gloss.

WINGS: Preserve the bubbles            

No more pouring precious drops down the 
sink on the second day. The nifty WINGS 
champagne stopper combines shape and 
function in a simple but original design in 
polished stainless steel. Fold out the wings, 
insert the stopper and then wrap the wings 
around the top of the bottle. Then you can 
preserve the bubbles and enjoy those 
exquisite – and often expensive – drops even 
longer.

FEATHER: Party, party, party ...            

The FEATHER corkscrew is a stylish reinter-
pretation of the classic waiter’s tool. 
 It has a built-in foil cutter and opener, and is 
equipped with a flexible arm that easily opens 
bottles in two simple steps. 

FEATHER is available in Black and Warm 
Grey.
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30154000

3070600

30374800 30458100

30333100 30374800

Canal knife - Rocks
Z

Jug - Rocks Jug - Rocks

Jug - Rocks Jug - Rocks

Polished Steel Polished Steel

Black Black

Black Warm Grey

18/8 Steel 
L 11,4 W 3,5 H 3,1 cm

Polished Steel

SS304 
D 10 H 26,3 cm  1 l

SS304 
D 12 H 30 cm  1,7 l

SS304 
D 10 H 26,3 cm  1 l

SS304 
D 12 H 30 cm  1,7 l

11818 11814

11821 11817

14833 14834

12217

12 Pcs.

4 Pcs. 4 Pcs.

4 Pcs. 4 Pcs.

Coasters, 4 pcs. - Rocks 

Silicone/Metal 
D 10,4 H 2,9 cm
6 Sets
Design: VE2

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Design: Mencke & Vagnby Design: Mencke & Vagnby

Design: Mencke & Vagnby Design: Mencke & Vagnby

fphk://item?number=11818
fphk://item?number=11814
fphk://item?number=11821
fphk://item?number=11817
fphk://item?number=14833
fphk://item?number=14834
fphk://item?number=12217
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/cocktail-peeler/
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30374800

30104000 3083100 3083100

30125000 30125000 30124800

30112300 30166500

Wine rack - Rocks

Corkscrew - Rocks Feather Corkscrew - Rocks Feather Champagne stopper - Rocks Wings 

Wine rack wire - Rocks Wine rack wire - Rocks 

High Gloss Black Warm Grey

Black Warm Grey Polished Steel

Black Black

Powder-coated steel 
L 51,3 W 20 H 16,9 cm

Black Warm Grey

ABS/Steel 
L 12,8 W 1,8 H 2,1 cm

ABS/Steel 
L 12,8 W 1,8 H 2,1 cm

SS304
D 4 H 6,4 cm

Powder-coated steel 
L 19,5 W 22,8 H 11,4 cm

Powder-coated steel 
L 28,8 W 22,8 H 11,4 cm

15173 11854 11856

11982 11986 12237

29718 29719

26657 26669

2 Pcs.

6 Pcs. 6 Pcs. 6 Pcs.

4 Pcs. 4 Pcs.

Design: VE2

Wine stopper - Rocks  Bird 

Forged metal/Silicone 
L 6,4 W 3,2 H 6,2 cm
6 Pcs.
Design: Mencke & Vagnby

Wine stopper - Rocks Bird 

Silicone/ABS 
L 6,4 W 3,2 H 6,2 cm
6 Pcs.
Design: Mencke & Vagnby

Wine stopper - Rocks Bird 

Silicone/ABS 
L 6,4 W 3,2 H 6,2 cm
6 Pcs.
Design: Mencke & Vagnby

Design: Mencke & Vagnby Design: Mencke & Vagnby Design: Mencke & Vagnby

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

fphk://item?number=15173
fphk://item?number=11854
fphk://item?number=11856
fphk://item?number=11982
fphk://item?number=11986
fphk://item?number=12237
fphk://item?number=29718
fphk://item?number=29719
fphk://item?number=26657
fphk://item?number=26669
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/rocks-wine-rack/
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/wine-stopper-bird/
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A-COLLECTION:

Style meets hygge
Café atmosphere

wherever you like it

A-COLLECTION OUTDOOR | VE2
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A-COLLECTION:

Style meets hygge
Café atmosphere

wherever you like it
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A-BENCH | VE2 

A-CAFÉ TABLE | VE2 

A-STOOL | VE2 

Outdoors or indoors? A-BENCH is 
ready for anything!

The popular A-COLLECTION design line is growing. 
Three new products have been added, including 
the stylish powder-coated steel A-BENCH.  
The A-BENCH has a practical shelf under the seat, 
which makes it ideal wherever you need handy 
storage. It’s great for storing shoes, hats and gloves 
in the hallway, or candles and lanterns on the patio. 
The style is minimalist, and it has plenty of potential. 
Take a seat and enjoy an outdoor space that’s as 
well designed as indoors!

A hub of hygge

The powder-coated café table is an obvious 
choice for urban consumers who appreciate 
durable design. The style is timeless and the 
quality robust. This stylish table is a natural 
hub of hygge. It’s equally suitable for party 
drinks or your morning coffee. Remember, 
you can complete the café atmosphere with 
A-STOOL and A-BENCH. 

Slips in – or out! – naturally

A-STOOL is simple, with no frills. The seat 
is pleasantly wide, and the slightly out-
ward-sloping legs provide excellent stability. 
There’s an iconic cutout in the middle of the 
seat so you can move it around easily as 
needed. So it can enjoy summer on the patio, 
but you can grab it to use as an extra seat 
indoors whenever the need arises. 
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A-BENCH | VE2 

A-CAFÉ TABLE | VE2 

A-STOOL | VE2 

ROCKS COPA/GT GLASS | Mavro//Lefèvre

ROCKS DELICACY BOWL | Mavro//Lefèvre

HARVEST MOON LAMP | Mavro//Lefèvre
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Functional
minimalism
About the A-COLLECTION 

The launch of the A-COLLECTION has expanded Zone Denmark’s superb range 
with small furnishings and home accessories such as bookcases, stools, mirrors 
and shelves – and there are always more on the way, so keep an eye out for new 
products.   

These minimalist designs are made of powder-coated steel in a colour palette to 
complement contemporary interiors. Their consistent styling adds serenity and 
coherence to the décor, uniting form and function in the hallway, kitchen, office, 
children’s room and bedroom – or wherever else you need storage, flexible seating 
or somewhere to check how you look before you leave for going out.   

A-CONSOLE TABLE | VE2 
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A-CONSOLE TABLE | VE2 

Functionally versatile format 

Create a beautiful corner in your living room or an attractive and 
welcoming hallway. The slim powder-coated steel console table 
adds a touch of beauty to most rooms, without even taking up 
much floor space. It comes with two shelves that you can position 
just the way you like. The high-edged shelf is perfect for towels, 
hats/gloves, dog leashes or whatever you may need. 

The console table can be put to a multitude of decorative uses. 
When used as a sofa side table, place the high-edged shelf at 
the bottom as somewhere to keep magazines, knitting or stylish 
coffee table books.  You can also place the table along a central 
wall and use it to create gorgeous displays of green plants, can-
dlesticks or sculptures. If you love still lifes and enjoy rearranging 
your home decor, you will absolutely love this piece of furniture.
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A-CONSOLE TABLE | VE2 
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A-COCKTAIL TROLLEY | VE2 

New Yorker-style or home bar? 

Your imagination will soar when you see this trolley. One minute you’re 
standing in a funky rooftop bar in New York sipping a cocktail.  
The next, the trolley tray is brought in carrying warm breakfast rolls on 
a sleepy Sunday. Good design has the ideas queuing up! It’s up to you 
whether you want to use the A-COCKTAIL TROLLEY as a home bar, 
in your kitchen or living room, or in a teen bedroom. It’s ready to roll, 
whatever you make of it. 

Max load: 15 kg
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http://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/a-cocktail-trolley/
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A-TABLE | VE2 

Table, bookcase or home bar? 

The A-TABLE is a beautiful mix of a table and a storage unit. You can 
use it for towels, spices, your favourite ornaments, magazines or coffee 
cups – or as a cool bar for glasses, shakers and your favourite gin. In 
addition, two A-TABLES in the bedroom will make the perfect minimal-
ist bedside tables.

The fine A-TABLE storage unit and side table is also available in a small 
and even more versatile version. Use it on the kitchen worktop for oils, 
vinegars and herbs. For writing tools, gadgets or creative articles on 
the desk – or as a decorative room divider with green plants. 
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LET’S RAISE 
A GLASS

...and move the party outside!
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A-CONSOLE TABLE | VE2 

Make the most of the best months of the year

The two tables are part of the popular A-COLLECTION, with characteris-
tic minimalist styling and great versatility. These qualities fill a long-stand-
ing need in home décor, but why not move the same valid principles out 
into the open? 

With two variants – one tall and narrow, and the other low and slightly 
wider – you can furnish your outdoor space to your exact requirements.  
The low one is brilliant as a side table for your lounge set, or as a plant 
table positioned in a cosy corner. The tall one holds your herbs or divides 
up the space on your patio or in the greenhouse. 

Both tables come with two shelves, one with a high edge and the other  
with a low edge, and you can choose which to have as the top shelf.   
The shelves are securely tensioned in the frame itself, without screws.  
This means you can swap them around in a jiffy, with no need for tools. 

The tables are made of powder-coated steel and come in Black or Soft Grey.
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A-COCKTAIL TROLLEY | VE2 

Movable summer party

How do you make a great G&T even better? Serve 
it under open skies! Roll out your summer drinks on 
this stylish, versatile A-COCKTAIL TROLLEY to enjoy 
them where they’ll taste even better – on your patio 
or balcony, or in a corner of the garden, perhaps?  

The table has two large, fixed shelves. There’s even 
a little tray straddling the trolley that lifts off so you 
can serve your freshly mixed drinks. The trolley 
comes in a choice of Black or Soft Grey. Made of 
powder-coated steel, it’s ready to roll out, making 
your summer even more beautiful. You can move it 
around as the sun moves across the sky, too...
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A-TABLE | VE2 

A beautiful summer essential

Pretty and practical, the elegant A-TABLE range has it all. The simple styling 
says it’s ready for anything. Need a place to put your book and a glass of wa-
ter? Just bring your little table along. The big one can be used to hold pots of 
leafy summer plants, or serve as a mobile extension of your outdoor kitchen, 
filled with fresh herbs.

These A-shaped tables are attractively light and airy. They don’t steal the 
limelight but provide plenty of scope for summer still lifes or just for keeping 
handy things within reach. The wide leg-base ensures stability in a summer 
breeze. In other words, you can just sit back and enjoy it!
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Your 
workspace
redefined.

A-WALL DESK | VE2 

A-STOOL | VE2

A-BOOKSHELF | VE2

Sit where you want 

With the new A-STOOL, you can easily 
move an extra seat to where it is need-
ed forming a practical, flexible seating 
area for your workspace at home in the 
kitchen or at the home bar. 

A beautiful, light home office 

Working from home is here to stay! Create a practical and 
space-saving workspace in your living area, kitchen, children’s 
room, bedroom or your student studio. 

A-WALL DESK provides space for a laptop and cup of coffee 
without stealing floor space. And it’s up to you where to wall-
mount the desk.

Tested to support a weight of up to 30 kg.  
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Take a look at this! 

This metal shelf unit is full of possibilities.  
It fits perfectly in a small home office, hallway, a 
corner of the living room or wherever storage is 
needed. There’s plenty of space between the 
shelves for your favourite books, houseplants or 
pretty tableaux. 

The styling is easy, the possibilities many.
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A-WALL MIRROR | VE2 

A-BULLETIN BOARD | VE2

Horizontal. Vertical. Phenomenal 

Not just a pretty face. Mirrors are not only brilliant for checking if your 
hair looks OK. They also make small spaces appear larger and create 
a cool effect as part of a gallery wall. That’s why it’s so handy to be 
able to hang the A-MIRROR whichever way round you want to suit your 
space. In a narrow hallway or a walk-in closet, it can hang vertically, or 
elsewhere you could hang it horizontally. 

Available in two lengths, 120 x 30 cm or 60 x 30 cm, it comes in a 
choice of Black or Soft Grey.
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WATERING CAN | Mavro//Lefèvre

Stringent 
functionality
A beautiful design element 

The watering cans in matte black make it easy to replenish 
the water, and are beautiful enough to join the plants on the 
window sill or table.
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301124800

301374700

301124800

30112480030583100

301124800

Cocktail trolley - A-Cocktail Trolley 

Stool - A-Stool

Black Soft Grey Black Soft Grey

Powder-coated steel 
L 60,6 W 40,5 H 66,4 cm

Black Soft Grey

Black Soft Grey

Powder-coated steel 
L 38,5 W 34 H 45 cm

Black Soft Grey

Black Soft Grey

26993 26994 26991 26992

26996 26998

32255 3225624503 24499

24504 24500

1 Pc.

1 Pc.

Console table - A-Console Table 

Powder-coated steel
L 48 W 35,6 H 55,7 cm
1 Pc.
Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Console table - A-Console Table 

Powder-coated steel
L 48 W 24,2 H 77,7 cm
1 Pc.
Design: VE2

Table - A-Café table

Powder-coated steel 
L 75 W 58 H 72 cm
1 Pc.
Design: VE2Design: VE2

Bench with shelf - A-Bench 

Powder-coated steel 
L 78,5 W 34 H 45 cm
1 Pc.
Design: VE2

fphk://item?number=26993
fphk://item?number=26994
fphk://item?number=26991
fphk://item?number=26992
fphk://item?number=26996
fphk://item?number=26998
fphk://item?number=32255
fphk://item?number=32256
fphk://item?number=24503
fphk://item?number=24499
fphk://item?number=24504
fphk://item?number=24500
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/circular-hi-summer/
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30141600030729000

30541500 30666500

30999800

Shelf unit - A-Bookshelf Bar stool - A-Stool

Shelf unit - A-Table Shelf unit - A-Table

Desk - A-Wall Desk 

Powder-coated steel 
L 54,8 W 29,4 H 140,7 cm

Black Soft Grey

Powder-coated steel 
L 38 W 38 H 65 cm

Black Soft Grey

Powder-coated steel 
L 43 W 23 H 58 cm

Black Soft Grey White

Powder-coated steel 
L 53 W 29 H 75 cm

Black Soft Grey White

Powder-coated steel 
L 95 W 41,5 H 19 cm

Black Soft Grey

15386 1538724501 24498

13612 13613 13615 331819 331830 10581

25208 25207

1 Pc.1 Pc.

1 Pc. 1 Pc.

1 Pc.

Design: VE2Design: VE2

Design: VE2 Design: VE2

Design: VE2

fphk://item?number=15386
fphk://item?number=15387
fphk://item?number=24501
fphk://item?number=24498
fphk://item?number=13612
fphk://item?number=13613
fphk://item?number=13615
fphk://item?number=331819
fphk://item?number=331830
fphk://item?number=10581
fphk://item?number=25208
fphk://item?number=25207
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30416500 30458100

3062000

30958100 30666500

Stool - A-Stool

Magnet - A-bulletin board 

Black Soft Grey

Powder-coated steel 
L 39 W 30 H 27,5 cm

Black Soft Grey White

Aluminum 
D 2,2 H 1,3 cm

Black Soft Grey

Black Soft Grey Black Soft Grey

12343 12345 331818 331967 10580

12784 12786

13588 13589 332068 332069

2 Pcs.

6 Sets

Bulletin board - A-bulletin board 

Powder-coated steel 
L 60 W 30 cm
2 Pcs.
Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Wall mirror - A-Wall Mirror 

Powder-coated steel/Glass 
L 120 W 30 cm
1 Pc.
Design: VE2

Wall mirror - A-Wall 

Powder-coated steel/
Glass L 60 W 30 cm
2 Pcs.
Design: VE2

fphk://item?number=12343
fphk://item?number=12345
fphk://item?number=331818
fphk://item?number=331967
fphk://item?number=10580
fphk://item?number=12784
fphk://item?number=12786
fphk://item?number=13588
fphk://item?number=13589
fphk://item?number=332068
fphk://item?number=332069
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30270600

3054000 3066500

3083100 3070600

30250000 30312300

Coat rack - A-Rack 

Hook - A-Hook Double Hook - A-Hook

Hanger - A-hanger

Watering Can Watering Can

Powder-coated steel 
L 40 W 5 H 11 cm

Black Soft Grey White

Powder-coated steel 
L 2,5 W 3,3 H 7,5 cm

Black Soft Grey White Black

Powder-coated steel 
L 3,5 W 2,5 H 11 cm

Soft Grey

Black Soft Grey White

Powder-coated steel 
L 40,6 H 24,2 cm

Black

SS304 
L 20 W 8 H 22 cm  0,75 l

Black

SS304 
L 27 W 10 H 28 cm  1,5 l

Black

White

331822 331833 10582

331821 331832 10583 10585 10586

12350 12352 12351 12445

332154 10684

10584

4 Pcs.

6 Pcs. 6 Pcs.

6 Sets

4 Pcs. 4 Pcs.

Design: VE2

Design: VE2 Design: VE2

Shoehorn - A-Shoehorn 

Powder-coated steel 
L 45 W 4 H 0,7 cm
6 Pcs.
Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

fphk://item?number=331822
fphk://item?number=331833
fphk://item?number=10582
fphk://item?number=331821
fphk://item?number=331832
fphk://item?number=10583
fphk://item?number=10585
fphk://item?number=10586
fphk://item?number=12350
fphk://item?number=12352
fphk://item?number=12351
fphk://item?number=12445
fphk://item?number=332154
fphk://item?number=10684
fphk://item?number=10584
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Serving 
 elegance 

“There’s much more to me 
than meets the eye. 
I can do everything, 
especially for you!”

SINGLES Tray

Always there for you 

The fine SINGLES trays are designed for carrying, for 
organising and for adding a decorative touch – any-
where in the home. Available in Black and Warm Grey.
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“You will love me for 
my soft lines and 
deadly precision”

“You will love me for 
my soft lines and 
deadly precision”

SINGLES Flyswatter

Killer design 

In principle, you could just use a newspaper. But if you 
want to swat a little more stylishly, here’s a proposition 
from the SINGLES range.  Available in Black and Warm 
Grey with a matching cord for practical hanging. Then 
you’ll know where to find the flyswatter when you next 
hear a buzz. Made of easy-clean 100% PP. 
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“You will love me for
my soft lines and
deadly precision”

3070800

30175000

30216700

30195800

3091700

Flyswatter - Singles 

Tray oval - Singles

Tray - Singles

Tray oval - Singles

Tealight holder - Singles 

Silicone/PP 
L 50 W 9,4 H 0,2 cm

Black Warm Grey

Powder-coated steel 
L 35 W 16 H 1,8 cm

Black Warm Grey

Powder-coated steel  
D 35 H 1,8 cm

Black Warm Grey

Black Warm Grey

Powder-coated steel  
L 35 W 23 H 1,8 cm

Powder-coated steel  
D 7,5 H 4,2 cm

Black Warm Grey

15102 15117

332040 12958

332037 332038

12956 332093

26577 26578

6 Pcs.

4 Pcs.

4 Pcs.

4 Pcs.

6 Pcs.
Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

fphk://item?number=15102
fphk://item?number=15117
fphk://item?number=332040
fphk://item?number=12958
fphk://item?number=332037
fphk://item?number=332038
fphk://item?number=12956
fphk://item?number=332093
fphk://item?number=26577
fphk://item?number=26578
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/singles-flyswatter/
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